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NEW QUESTION: 1
.How do modems (modulation/demodulation) function to facilitate
analog transmissions to enter a digital network?

A. Modems encapsulate digital transmissions within analog, and
analog transmissions within digital.
B. Modems convert digital transmissions to analog, and analog
transmissions to digital.
C. Modems encapsulate analog transmissions within digital, and
digital transmissions within analog.
D. Modems convert analog transmissions to digital, and digital
transmission to analog.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Modems (modulation/demodulation) convert analog transmissions
to digital, and digital transmissions to analog, and are
required for analog transmissions to enter a digital network.

NEW QUESTION: 2
When an H.323 trunk is added for Call Control Discovery, which
statement is true?
A. The H.323 trunk is added by selecting H.323 Trunk, and
selecting Inter-Cluster Trunk as the Device
Protocol. The destination IP address field is configured as
`SAF' to indicate that this trunk is used for
SAF.
B. The H.323 trunk is added by selecting Inter-Cluster Trunk
(Non-Gatekeeper Controlled) and Device
Protocol Inter-Cluster Trunk. The Trunk Service Type should be
Call Control Discovery.
C. The H.323 trunk is added by selecting Call Control Discovery
Trunk and then selecting H.323 as the
protocol to be used.
D. The H.323 trunk is added by selecting Inter-Cluster Trunk
(Non-Gatekeeper Controlled) and Device
Protocol Inter-Cluster Trunk. The Enable SAF check box should
be selected in the trunk configuration.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Examine the command on its output:
[[email&#160;protected] ~] # modprobe -v nfs
Insmod
/lib/modules/2.6.39-100.0.12.e16uek.x86_64/kernel/fs/nfs_common
/nfs_acl.ko insmod /lob/modules/2.6.39
100.0.12.e16uek.x86_64/kernel/net/sunrpc/auth_gss/auth_rpcgss.k
o
Insmod
/lib/modules/2.6.39-100.0.12.e16uek.x86_64/kernel/fs/fscache/fs
cache/ko
Insmod
/lib/modules/2.6.39-100.0.12.e16uek.x86_64/kernel/fs/locked.ko
Insmod

/lib/modules/2.6.39-100.0.12.e16uek.x86_64/kernel/fs/nfs/nfs.ko
Which two statements are true about the modprobe command?
A. It displays the dependency resolution that would occur if
the nfs module were to be loaded using modprobe nfs.
B. It will load the nfs module if all the modules upon which it
depends have been loaded.
C. It displays the dependency resolution for the nfs module and
loads all the modules upon which nfs depends before loading the
nfs module.
D. It only loads the nfs module if all the modules upon which
it depends have not been loaded yet.
E. It verifies that the nfs module and all other modules that
depend on the nfs module are installed.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference:
http://redhat.activeventure.com/8/customizationguide/ch-kernelmodules.html (kernel module utilities)

NEW QUESTION: 4
When you configure an endpoint profiling policy rule, which
option describes the purpose of the minimum certainty
factor?
A. It is compared to the assigned certainty value of an
individual endpoint in a device database to determine whether
the endpoint can be trusted.
B. It is used to determine the likelihood that an endpoint is
an active, trusted device on the network.
C. It is used to compare the policy condition to other active
policies.
D. It is compared to the total certainty metric of an
individual endpoint to determine whether the endpoint can be
trusted.
Answer: D
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